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Explore the Meanings of Void Non-functional Space in Living

Abstract

Reference & Methods

“What you should try to accomplish is built meaning. So get close to
the meaning and build.” Aldo Van Eyck, Team Ten Primer, p.7
This project is aiming to discuss the generation of void space in
apartment building and explore the meanings that stimulated by the
void. As the project is also related to a real urban context and social
background, the form and scale of the building are reflections of the
real situation. Furthermore, at this point of history, sustainability
strategy is an issue that should be taken care of in the spatial level. It
is also part of the project.
The void space here can be defined as space formed by the artificial
broundary but contains no practical function. The space cannot be used
or hardly be occupied. We can clearly see the void space generated
in two houses designed by Japanese architect Kazuo Shinohara. In
the Hanayama house No.3, the high pitch ceiling integrates huge void
in the living room, only the bottom area is functional. And in the
Tanikawa house, a void can be experienced in the living room through
a glass opening. In this case, the void is appositional with functional
space. The two house projects demonstrates two methods to generate
void.
Furthermore, the void contains meanings other than function. In the
first example by Shinohara, it imports a scale that is not familiar in the
private space but similar in public. The scale of the public shows the
power of city and generate the tension between private and public.
Also, the huge pillar in the space is much larger than it is necessary
plays an symbolic role. In the second house, the extended void
attached to the functional area influenced by the void beside it, the
meaning comes from the impact of behavior.

Method 1
The drawing shows spatial sections formed by
three primary geometric figure. The straignt
lines shows the space that is functional, and the
empty space is non-functional void. In this way,
the functional space and non-functional void are
integrated.

Living room in Hanayama house No.3

The project design followed the two methods from the two houses,
developed by test drawings from basic composition to evolutions as
well as model study. The result integrates the city context, social
background and sustainable strategy.
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Outside Space

Functional Space

Urban strategy
The site area is now the only enterable grove along the nearby area of
Gibraltargatan. You are surround by trees when you get in. It contains
the feeling of small forest inside the city. As the new development
will densify this whole area, it will be benefit if the site still keeps
the special atmosphere as a grove. So the building is intended to be
volumes hanging on wooden pillars and beams.

Street Perspective

Method 2
The drawing shows void space that is appositional
with functional space. In this way, the two kinds
of space are put in the same priority.

Living room in Tanikawa house

Tests Using Models

Operation Process
Followed by the two methods developed from the reference and the
urban strategy, the prototype of the building starts with a rational
skeleton load-bearing system. Several functional volumes hangs on
the structure, and the void space firstly is appositional between the
functional volumes.
Then the functional volumes begin to transform into different kinds of
geometric figures or using different angles of cuts to separate volumes.
During the transformation, void space has been generated in these
volumes. In other words, some functional area inside the volumes
become non-functional. It is an endless procession, but end with the
balance between diversity of apartments and spatial scales.

Entrance
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Section Evolutions

Building Area
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First model within basic geometric volumn
Entrance
Underground Parking

Rational Skeleton System by CLT Beams and Pillars

Functional volume
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Siteplan 1:1000

Second model within volumns contain similar effect to apartments comparing to the first one

Glass volume with void
inbetween fuctional volumns

Prototype Composition

void

Whole composition

3D Scenarios
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Apartment Volumn

Glass Curtain Surface

Structure & Transport System
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Combined Scenario

Section A-A 1:150

Section B-B 1:200

Spacial Model
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Average Floor Plan 1:200 (2nd Floor)
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Ground Floor Plan 1:200

Average Floor Plan 1:200 (3rd Floor)
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Meanings from Void
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There are some meanings generated by the void space. The structure system has various identities in different situations. The pillars
or beams plays more important roles in space. They are like objects that are always present. Sometimes them looks like a safety
symbol or even a spirit symbol, another time they disturb your moving or make you compromise with the space arrangement. As some
pillars are independent, they also make people feeling more about the close connection with upper or under neighbourhoods.
Huge Forms of apartment volumes also builds the sense of community, it raises a structural feeling of living in the same huge creature
but still keeps private space. It contains a social value of sustainability and new sense of density living.
The void in between the volumes provides the extended spatial quality. It cannot be used so that it can actually be shared in the
spatial level. It separates the close apartments but builds other kind of connection. Also, in the practical level, it provides more light,
absorbs noise and enhances air floating.

Double Surface Facade
All the apartments will share a whole glass curtain surface, the transparent curtain enhances the presence of pillars and beams more
like branches which will keep the feeling of grove inside city space. And there will be a gap space between the inside private space
and the curtain. The gap will be a climate adjustment media and a wide balcony for each apartment in the same time. Comparing to
normal thick wall surface, it saves more space. The whole curtain can breathe fresh air and form a sub-climate environment. It will
keep warm in winter just as greenhouse effect so that to reduce energy consumption. In summer, it makes the hot air much faster to
go through from bottom to top so that to adjust temperature and filters more sunlight. Also, it can absorb noise and bad air. Within
the glass curtain facing direct with the outside nature, it is much free for residents to adjust their own surface facing the gap space.
It can be more transparency or closed in different situations to feel more spacious or private.
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